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ABSTRACT 

The structural design or cold-formed steel members is 

a complex process. In addition to limiting the stresses 

to those allowed by the material, other modes or failure 

must be considered. Typically, cold-formed steel shapes 

are made from relatively thiµ material, and therefore are 

subject to local buckling. Also, since these shapes nor-

mally have an open cross-section, torsional buckling may 

control. 

The American Iron and Steel Institute recently 

released the 1986 Edition or the Cold-Formed Steel Design 

Manual. This .latest edition pr~sented some changes to the 

design procedure requiring a large amount or mathematical 

computations. First, the cross-sectional properties m~st 

be determined, including sh~ar ~enter and torsional war-

ping constant. Then, the capacity or the member is com-

puted using a new "unified" design approach. Since parts 

or a cross-section are subject to local buckling under 

compressive load, a portion of each element may be deemed 

ineffective, thereby reducing the effective cross-section. 

The design procedure is therefore iterative. 

This report presents the development of a software 

package for the design or general cold-rormed steel shapes. 

The program, called CFS, is an efficient interactive sys-

tern to assist the design engineer. Any general cold-
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formed steel shape may be defined, including composites of 

more than one shape. Concurrent graphical representation 

assists the user in verifying correct input. Extensive 

flexibility is provided for modifying the shape definition. 

Properties or the cross-section are computed. Allowable 

capacities are determined based on input boundary condi-

tions. toad combinations are analyzed and the resulting 

effective properties are determined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 Background 

The Marley Cooling Tower Company designs and produces 

the components .and structure of cooling towers, which are 

used for cooling water in applications such as air condi-

tioning systems, manufacturing processes, and power gener-

ation. The towers range in size from about a four foot 

cube to the several hundred foot tall hyperbolic towers. 

At the small end of this range, the cooling tower is 

manufactured.and shipped to the customer as a complete 

unit. The structure for this category of tower has been 

cold-formed steel for many years because of its strength, 

versatility, and low cost. 

The structural design of cold~formed steel components 

can be very complicated. In addition to limiting the 

stresses to those allowed by the material, other modes of 

failure must be considered. Typically, cold-formed steel 

shapes are made from relatively thin material, and there-

fore are subject to local buckling. Also, since these 

shapes normally have an open cross-section, torsional 

buckling may control. 

The American Iron and Steel Institute CAISI) has been 

researching the structural behavior of cold-formed steel 

shapes since 1939. From their research evolved a Design 

Manual which has generally been accepted as the standard 
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for the design of cold-formed steel. 

The recently released'1986 Edition of the Design 

Manual, consists of a specification, commentary, supple-

mental information, illustrative examples, charts and 

tables, computer aids, and test procedures. As with any 

type of structural design, certain physical properties of 

the cross-sections of structural members are needed for 

design. Although the manual is quite thorough, including 

charts and tables for properties of some commonly used 

shapes, there are many shapes encountered for which prop-
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erties are not given. It is a very time consuming task to 

manually calculate the properties of thess uncommon shapes, 

especially the torsional properties such as shear center 

and warping constant. 

This latest edition also presented some substantial 

changes in the procedure for designing structural members. 

The capacity of a particular shape is determined using the 

properties of the 'effective' cross-sec ti on. Since wide 

thin elements of a cross-section are subject to local 

buckling under compressive load, a portion of each element 

may be deemed ineffective, thereby reducing the effective 

cross-sec ti on. The effective width of each element is 

determined by the stress level in the element, and the 

stress level in each element is determined by the prop-

erties of the effective section. Therefore, an iterative 

process must be used to determine the capacity of a shape. 
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This iterative process is also very time consuming, 

making the total design process a very lengthy task. 

However it is possible to automate this process by the use 

of a computer. The cross-section properties (both full 

and effective> and the load capacity of a shape could be 

figured by a computer program. This would be of great 

assistance to the design engineers at The Marley Cooling 

Tower Company as well as companies in other industries 

which use cold-formed steel. 

1.2 Objectives 

The general objectives of this project were to create 

a computer program or programs which would compute the 

cross-sectional properties and load capacities of any 

general cold-form~d steel shape, inciudi~g composite 

sections consisting of more tha~ one cold-formed steel 

shape acting tbgether as one cross~section. 

The input to the program should consist of the 

thickness of the part, and a description of each flat 

element of the cross-section Ci. e., length, angle, and 

radius of bend between elements). For composite sections, 

additional input would be required to locate each part of 

the composite. All input should be assisted by graphical 

r_epresentation of the cross-section being created. 

The computed properties should include: area, loca-

tion of center of gravity, weight per foot, moments of 
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inertia about both x and y axes, product of inertia, angle 

of principal axes, moments of inertia about principal axes, 

section moduli for tension and compression about both x 

and y axes, radii of gyration about both x and y axes and 

principal axes. Additionally, other more complicated 

properties should be computed, such as location of shear 

center, St. Venant torsion constant, torsional warping 

constant, polar moment of inertia, polar radius of 

gyration, and torsional-flexural buckling constant. 

Based on additional input defining the boundary con-

ditions of the structural member (i.e., unbraced length, 

bending coefficients, yield strength, etc.>, the following 

allowable :capacities should b~ computed: tension, com-

pression, shear, and positive and negative moments about 

each axis. 

Once these allowable capacities have been determined, 

loading combinations could be analyzed using applicable 

interaction equations. Also the effective section proper-

ties could be computed at the given loadings for use in 

deflection determinations. 

Each of the above segments of the program should 

provide user friendly input and editing capabilities. 

Also, a printout of the input and computed data should be 

made available for each segment. To ensure that these in-

tentions were adequately fulfilled, it would be necessary 

that comments be received from fellow engineers at Marley 



throughout the development of the program. Therefore, 

meetings should be set up to review the progress of the 

program on a regular basis. 

It was anticipated that correspondence with AISI 

would be necessary to clarify portions of the Design 

Manual where their intent may not be clear. Such corre-

spondence could be delegated to other engineers so as to 

provide them with greater exposure to the details of the 

specification. 

2. DEFINITION OF CROSS-SECTION 

2.1 General Shape 
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The cross-section of a general cold-formed steel 

member can be defined by a consecutive series of--f"ectan-

gular areas of common thickness, joined by sectors of 

annuli tangent to the rectangular portions and of the same 

thickness Csee Figure 1>. Therefore, the program input 

necessary to define a cross-section is the thickness of 

the part, the length and orientation of each rectangular 

element, and the radius of the annulus between consecutive 

elements. 

Common shapes, such as angles and channels, are 

typically.described using the overall length of the legs 

or flanges, and the overall depth of the web. Therefore, 



SECTOR OF 
ANNULUS 

FIGURE 1. General Cross-Section 

it is appropriate for the program input of the element 

length to be the overall length to the exterior inter-

section points (see Figure 2). 

It is common to refer to the thickness of a part 

using a name such as' 10 gage'. It is also common to 

state an inside bend radius for all bends between 

elements, and this radius is typically constant for a 

particular thickness. Therefore, it is appropriate for 

6 

the program to use an editable data file for definition of 

thickness names and their corresponding thicknesses and 

default bend radii. But the program should also allow 

manual input of actual thickness and overide of the 

default radius. 
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er 

FIGURE 2. Cross-Section Definition 

The part definition is therefore minimized to 

specifying the thickness, and consecutively defining the 

length and angle of each element, starting at one free 

7 

edge and ending at the other. The cross-section can then 

be easily edited by changing the thickness, the radiusi or 

any element definition, by adding or deleting elements at 

either free edge, and by rotating or mirroring the entire 

cross-section. A graphical representation of the cross-



section is displayed upon each change to the definition. 

This greatly assists the user in ·verifying the correct 

input. 

2.2 Composite Section 

8 

An accumulation of several parts may be grouped to 

act as a single cross-section, called a composite section. 

A composite section is defined by locating predefined 

parts on an X-Y coordinate system. The properties and 

capacities of a composite section are computed in the same 

manner as a single part, however certain assumptions must 

be made regarding the connections between the parts. 

y 

l-x.~ 
Y, 

l 
X 

FIGURE 3. Composite Definition 
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3. SECTION PROPERTIES 

3. 1 Properties of Area 

The following properties are computed by integrating 

over the area of the cross-section: area, weight per 

foot, location of centroid relative to the boundaries of 

the part, moments of inertia about the x and y centroidal 

axes, radii of gyration about x and y centroidal axes, 

section moduli for both tension and compression about x 

and y centroidal axes, moments of inertia about principal 

axes, radii of gyration about principal axes, polar moment 

of inertia about centroid, polar radius of gyration about 

centroid, product of inertia, ang~e of major axis. 

The derivation of the computations for these prop-

erties are presented in Appendix C. The integrations were 

performed along the length of each element as weli as 

across the thickness, for both the rectangular and sector 

portions of the part. 

exact. 

Therefore, the derivations are 

3.2 Torsional Properties 

In addition to the above properties, the following 

properties pertaining to torsional behaviour are computed: 

location of shear center relative to centroid, polar 

moment of inertia about shear center, polar radius of 

gyration about shear center, torsional warping constant, 
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St. Venant torsion constant, and jx and jy used for tor-

sional-flexural buckling computations. The computation of 

the shear center and torsional warping constant require 

integrating along the line of action of the shear flow, 

which is the centerline of the thickness of the part. 

This integration was accurately performed for both the 

rectangular and sector portions, unlike many references 

which use simplifying assumptions. 

3. 3 Composites 

For composites, the torsional warping constant and 

St. Venant torsion constant are computed simply as the 

summation of those for the individual parts. Thi-s is 

correct if there is no shear interaction between parts 

when subjected to torsion. However,, depending on the 

shear co·nnecti vi ty, the values of these properties could 

be higher. 

Also for composites, the location of the shear center 

is calculated as follows: 

( 1) 

Ya = IC I.,• Y s c) /II., - Y·c & • ( 2) 



where, 

IX , I,. 
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0 

= Coordinates or shear center or composite 

relative to centroid of composite 

= Moments or inertia or a part about its 

own x and y centroidal axes 

<Xse, Yscl = Coordinates of shear center of a part 

relative to origin of composite 

CXes, Yes> = Coordinates or centroid of composite 

relative to origin of composite 

This calculation also assumes no shear connectivity 

between parts. Based on this assumption, . the calculation 

is correct for symmetrical composites. It is also correct 

if a principal axis of each part lies on one principal 

axis of the composite. 

merely an approximation. 

For other composites, this is 

4. MEMBER CAPACITY 

The AISI Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual, 1986 

Edition, has two procedures in the Specification for 

determining member capacities. Procedure I is more 

general and is therefore used here. ·Procedure II can 

only be used in very restrictive circumstances. 
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The capacities computed are for tension, shear in the 

x and y directions, compression with and without torsional-

flexural buckling, and positive and negative moments about 

the x and y axes with and without torsional-flexural 

buckling. 

4. 1 Boundary Conditions 

A necessary condition for stress and buckling 

computations is that the cross-section must first be 

oriented so that the principal axes correspond to the 

x and y axes. 

Some boundary conditions must be established before 

the capacities may be determined. These parameters are: 

unbraced length CL) and effective length factor CK) for 

buckling about the x and y axes and for twisting, bending 

coefficient (Cb) ~nd moment coefficient cc.> for bending 

about x and y axes, and yield strength CF,> and modulus of 

elasticity CE> of the steel. 

4.2 Tension 

The allowable tensile capacity is computed simply as 

the full cross-sectional area times the yield strength and 

divided by a safety factor of 1. 67. The Design Manual has 

provisions in the Specification to account for holes in 

the member. 

program. 

However, this is not incorporated into the 
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4.3 Shear 

The AISI Specification has provisions for determining 

the allowable shear load for the flat portion of an ele-

ment of a cross-section, which consider the shear buckling 

· strength of the element. These calculations reflect an 

assumption that all of the shear is taken by the flat 

portion of the load carrying elements. Therefore, the 
,,.. 

computed allowable shear is overly conservative for parts 

which have relatively large bend radii. 

The AISI Specification also states "for a web consis-

ting of two or more sheets, each sheet shall~• considered 

as a separate element carrying its share of the shear 

force." There are no provisions for. determining the distri-

bution of the shear force to each of the elements. Since 

the formulas given for allowable shear in an element are 

no more than empirical appro~imations, and since ~xact 

computations for the true distribution in a general shape' 

are very complex, a simplifying approximation is made for 

this distribution. The program distributes the shear 

force in the following manner: 

V 1 = t l h1 V cos a:1 . ( 3) 



where, 

V1 = Shear load in element i 

t, = Thickness of element i 

ht = Flat length of element i 

a: t = angle between direction of load and direction 

element i 

V = shear flow · in cross-section 

(assumed to be constant> 

The total shear is then 

Vt = l: Vt cos a:t = l: t1 h1 v cos 2 a:1 . 

The portion of the shear load distributed to ·each 

element is determined by: 

Vt V tt ht cos CICt t, ht cos CICt 

1 4 

of 

( 4) 

= -------- = ------- ( 5) 
Vt l: v t t ht cos 2 a:1 l: t t h1 cos-2 a:t 

Using this shear distribution, the allowable total 

shear is reached when the shear in the controlling element 

reaches the allowable shear for that eLement. 

matical form, 

In mathe-
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V-, = MIN [ V., 
l: t l h l o s 2 cq ·] 

t l hi COS cq • 
( 6) 

4. 4 Compression and Bending 

Computation of the allowable compression and bending 

loads requires an iterative process. Since these types of 

loadings produce compressive stresses in all or part of 

the section, local buckling must be considered. The AISI 

Specification handles local buckling ~Y establishing an 

'effective' section which is a function of the stresses in 

the member. 

The allowable load is determined by dividing the 

nominaL-strength by the appropriate factor of safety. The 

nominal strength is'the load at which the maximum stress 

computed using the properties of the effective section is 

equal to the critical stress. Initially, this load is 

computed based on the full section properties. With this 

·applied load, the properties of the effective se~tion are 

determined. Then the load is recomputed based on the 

effective section properties. This iterative process is 

repeated until the change in the applied load is negli-

gible. 

For load determination without torsional-flexural 

buckling, the critical stress is simply the yield stress. 

All stresses, whether tension or compression, must be less 



than or equal to this critical stress. For load deter-

mination with torsional-flexural buckling, the critical 

stress is taken as the maximum compressiMe stress caused 

1 6 

by the critical buckling load using the properties of the 

full section. All compressive stresses must be less than 

or equal to this critical stress. Since tension stresses-

are not checked here, it is possible for this computation 

to produce a higher load than that computed using yield. 

If this occurs, the load is set equal to the latter. 

The determination of the allowable moments requires 

the use of Se which is defined as the elastic section mod-

ulus of the effective section calculated with the extreme 

compression or tension fiber at F,. The definition of the 

extreme fiber is subject to interpretation. It could be 

the extreme fiber of 'the full section or the extreme fiber 

of the effective section. 

fiber of the full. section. 

The program uses the extreme 

4. 5 Torsional-Flexural Buckling 
-

The computations for torsional-flexural buckling of a 

general unsymmetrical shape require a closer look at buck-

ling theory than what is presented in the AISI Design 

Manual. The solution to the three differential equations 

of equilibrium of a column subjected to a longitudinal 

load P, with biaxial eccentri cities e II and e,, is shown 

below as taken from reference 6. 
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CP,.-P> 0 I -< P 2 /P,.) e. Kt -Pa,K1J Ua 

0 C P .. -P> Pa.K;J Va = -CP 2 /P11,>e,K2 
I I r'a<P,.-P> -P 2 (a, e11 _ a. e,) KJ -Pa,KJt Pa11 KJ 2 ~a 

P, • P. • 

When the determinant of the coefficients becomes 

zero, the deflections become infinite, i.e., buckling 

occurs. By setting the determinant equal to zero and 

expanding, the equation becomes 

+ [ p'., • + ( 1 +Bl e y / r! + B 2 ell / r?) ( p ll • + p y • ) 

+ Px • P, • p; • = 0 ( 8) 

For concentrically loaded compression members, 

ex = e, = O. The resulting equation is somewhat reduced, 

however still remains a cubic equation. The program 

solves this cubic equation using the Newton-Raphson method 

of convergence. 

The positive and negative elastic buckling moments 

about the x axis are determined by M,.=Pe, as e, approach-

es positive or negative infinity and P approaches zero, 

while e.=o. By reformulating equation 8 as a cubic 

equation in Pe,, the coefficient of the cubed term drops 

out as e, approaches infinity. The resulting quadratic 



equation reduces to 

1 + ( ro 2 

(81/2) 

Using the terms defined in the AISI Design Manual, 

1 8 

( 9) 

M • IC = - C b IC A a• , [ j , ± j , + r~ C at / a• , > l C 1 0) 

Similarly, for bending about they axis, 

C 11 > 

4. 6 Effective Section 

The AISI Specification has provisions for determining 
·-

the effective width of each flat element of a cross-

section subjected to compress-i-ve stress. Computations for 

the effective width are divid~d into three categories of 

element types: unstiffened elements, partially stiffened 

elements, and webs or fully stiffened elements. There are 

also provisions for stiffened elements with circular 

holes, but the program does not provide for specifying 

holes in the member. 

The computed effective width of an element is 

dependent on several factors: the element. type, _the 

magnitude of the compressive stress, the way the com-

pressive stress varies along the element, the width to 



thickness· ratio Cw/t) of the element, and the modulus of 

elasticity. 

1 9 

The elements at the free edges of a part are unstiff-

ened elements. If the compressive stress is not uniform 

throughout the width of the element, the program uses the 

maximum compressive stress in the element for computing 

the effective width. If the free edge of the element is 

in compression but the other edge is in tension, then the 

unstiffened width is considered as only the portion in . 
compression. If the free edge is in tension but the other 

edge is in compression, then the element is considered as 

a web or stiffened element with a stress gradient: 

The elements adjacent to unstiffened elements are 

considered _partially stiffened elements with edge stiff-

eners, unless the edge stiffener is adequate to fully 

stiffen the element. The stress used for this computation 

is the maximum compressive stress in the element. If the 

element is partially in compression and partially in 

tension, it is considered as a web or stiffened element 

with a stress gradient. 

The program assumes that all elements from the third 

element to the third to last element are fully stiffened. 

This holds true for almost all cases. However, the AISI 

Specification has provisions for uniformly compressed 

elements with an intermediate stiffener, •hich are more 

limiting than the provisions for stiffened elements. The 



program does not use these computations because it does 

not recognize elements which constitute intermediate 

stiffeners. 
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If a part has only three elements, the middle element 

is considered as fully stiffened. This situation is not 

clearly defined in the AISI Specification, and is there-

fore subject to interpretation. In some cases this may 

result in unconservative results. 

There are no provisions in the AISI Specification for 

determining the plate buckling coefficient Ck> for ~ar-

tially stiffened elements when the ratio of stiffener 

depth to element width CD/w) exceeds 0. 8. The program 

conservatively uses the plate ~uckling coefficient for 

unstiffened elements when this situation arises. 

For composites, the program makes no provisions for 

any connections beween parts which may provide inter-

mediate stiffening of elements. 

5. COMBINED LOADINGS 

Given a set of combined loads acting on the member 

simultaneously, the resulting effect can be analy2ed. 

These loads may consist of any or all of the following: 

compression or ~ension, positive or negative moment about 

the x axis, positive or negative moment about they axis, 

shear in they direction, and shear in the x direction. 
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5.1 Interaction Formulas 

The acceptability of the magnitudes of combined 

bending and shear is determined by an interaction formula 

as defined in the AISI Specification Equation C3. 3-1. 

Eq C3.3-1: C M/ Ma > 2 + C V / V • ) 2 s 1 • 0 C 1 2) 

For situations with biaxial bending, the moments are 

handled separately. Bending about the x axis is combined 

with shear in they direction, whereas bending about the 

y axis is combined with shear in the x direction. 

Combined axial and bending loads are checked using 

inter~ction formulas C5-1_ and.CS-2 from th~ AISI Specifi-

cation. C5-1 is used for locations between brace points. 

CS-2 is used for locations at brace points. 

p c. • M. c. 1 M1 
Eq CS-1: + + s 1.0 C 1 3) 

Pa M. y CCy 

p M. 
Eq CS-2: +--+-- s 1. 0 C 1 4) 

Pao M •• D M. y D 

5.2 Effective Section 

Load combinations that produce compressive stresses 

may cause a reduction in the properties of the cross-

section. This reduction is computed in a manner similar 



to that used for the determination of the member capa-

cities. 
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The effective section is computed based on stresses 

caused by the applied loads over the full section. Then 

the effective section is recomputed based on stresses 

caused by the same applied loads over the previously com-

puted effective section. This process is repeated until 

the change in the properties of the effective section are 

negligible. 

The properties of effective area and moments of 

inertia about centroidal x and y axes can be used for 

deflection determination. 

6. COMPUTER PROGRAM 

6. 1 General 

A computer program was written to accomplish the 

objectives set forth. The program was written for IBM 

compatible personal computers. An advanced version of 

compiled Basic, called Turbo Basic by Borland Inter-

national, was used as the programming language. This was 

chosen because of its speed, versatility, and graphics 

capabilities. 

The program is completely documented with a well-

structured program listing, program commentary, vari-

able list, supporting diagrams, and a user's manual. 



To inquire about obtaining a copy of the program and 

supporting documents, you may write to: 

Robert S. Glauz 

6507 ffi dmer 

Shawnee, KS 66216 

The following sections of this chapter describe the 

program and its usage. 

6.2 Installation 

Hardware Requirements: 

• IBM-PC, XT, AT, or Compatible Computer 

• 256K Memory (minimum> 

• Colbr/Graphics Adapter 

Recommended Additional Hardware: 

• Dot Matrix Printer 

• Math Coprocessor 

Files on CFS disk: 

CFS. EXE 

CFS.CFG 

CFS.THK 

CFS.ORV 

Program 

Configuration 

Standard Thicknesses 

Printer Drivers 
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0 

All files should be copied onto the disk from whir.h 

the program will be run, whether it be another floppy disk 

or a hard disk. Do not use the original disk for running 

the program. It should remain write protected so as to 

preserve the original form of the files. 

The sections on Configuration and Customization 

provide further information on installing the program for 

your system. 

Running CFS: 

To start the program simply type CFS and press Enter. 

However, be awar• -of the following situations: 

• If CFS.EXE is not in the current drive and. 

directory then the appropriate path must precede 

the CFS command. 

• If .CFS. CFG and CFS. THK are not in the current 

drive and directory then the program will 

terminate. 

• If CFS. DRV is not in the current drive and 

directory then you will not be able to change 

the printe~ type. 

• If the ~onfiguration file specifies a default 

drive or directory that does not exist then the 

program will terminate. 



6. 3 Part Design 

The cross-section of any general cold~formed steel 

shape of uniform thickness can be defined by describing 

the geometry of each straight portion of the cross-

section. As can be seen in Figure 4, the required 

information about each element is the length of the 

element <measured to the external intersection points), 

the angle of the element, and the internal bend radius 

between it and the adjacent element. 

I' 2.0000 . 

0.25 

0.125 "-\ 
. ~~3.0000 

FIGURE 4. Part Definition 
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The creation of the cross-section therefore starts at 

one edge defining the first element, and then consecutive-

ly defining all subsequent elements. A part may consist 

of up to 9 elements. 

The screen display for creating a part is shown in 

Figure 5. All of the commands are di splayed in the lower 

left window. The small window to the right displays the 

orientation angle reference. The window above dis plays 

the description of the current part, and the window above 

that is used for prompts and input. The large window on 

the right dis plays the current part, except when it is ,. 

needed for the temporary display of properties or design 

data. 

lnteP-len,th,uglt,Ndius: 
? 2,151 · 
lnteP length,uglt,Padius: , 
CoMMa11d: 

Thickness: 1,1258 
Lengtb Angle Radius 

1 3,000 28,908 8.2509 
2 4,009 189,800 8.2500 
3 2,808 158,808 8,2509 

wit 
21.48 
28.08 
14,68 

NH 
Add 
Change 
EJiase 
lnse11t 

Nil'NIJI 98 
PNl,el'ties + Design 18 8 
Sm Get -90 

FIGURE 5. Part Crea ti on Screen 
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When this screen is displayed the command prompt will 

appear. One of the twelve commands must be entered at 

this point by pressing the key corresponding to the first 

letter of the command. Do not press Enter after pressing 

the letter key. The following is a description of each 

command. 

6.3.1 New 

This command will eliminate the current part (if any> 

and prompt you for the thickness Cinches> of a new part. 

You have the choice of entering either the name of stan-

dard thickness or entering the actual thickness~ Names of 

standard thicknesses are defined in the CFS.THK file <see 

section on Customization>. Each name corresponds to a 

thickness and standard bend radius. If you do not enter 

the name of a standard thickness then the standard bend 

radius is equal to the thickness entered. 

must be between O and 1. 

The thickness 

The standard radius is stored as the bend radius of 

the first element· as a default radius. This radius may be 

over-written when defining the first element. 

After entering the thickness, the Add command is 

automatically invoked. 



6. 3. 2. Add 

This allows you to continue adding elements to the 

current part. You are prompted for the element length, 

angle, and radius. The length must be between O and 100 

inches. The angle must be. between -180° and +360°. The 

radius must be between O and 10 inches. 
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The radius of the first element has no effect on the 

cross-section, but it defines the default radius for the 

rest of the elements. If you do not enter a radius <or 

you enter O radius) then the default remains as defined 

when the thickness was specified. 

The radius for all other elements represents the 

radius of bend between the element being entered· and the 

preceding element. If you do not enter a radius <or you 

~nter O radius) then· the default radius will automatically 

be used. · 

If an entered element is in the same or opposite 

direction as the preceding element, then the element is 

invalid. If the length of an entered element is too short 

to accomodate the bend radius, then the element is invalid. 

After entering the element data, the Add command 

is automatically repeated for successive input of the 

elements of the cross-section. The Add command is ter-

minated by entering a length of O (or simply pressing 

Enter). 



6.3. 3 Change 

The Change command allows you to change the 

thickness, radius, or element description. 
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Hhen changing the thickness, all of the radii are 

automatically changed to standard radius for the thickness 

given. If any element length is too short to accomodate 

the change in thickness, then the thickness change is 

invalid. 

Hhen changing the radius, all of the radii change to . 
the new value. The radius must be between O and 10 inches. 

If any element length is too short to accomodate the 

change in radius, then the radius change is invalid. 

To change an element, first specify the element 

number. Then re-enter the description for that element. 

Ii the length is too short then the change is invalid. 

6.3. 4 Erase 

You may erase either the first element or the last 

element by specifying "F" or "L". If the first element is 

erased then the radius of the new first element is set to 

the previous default radius. 

6. 3. 5 Insert 

The Insert command is used to add an element to the 

beginning of the part Ca new first element). In doing so, 

the radius you define becomes the new default radius. 



6. 3.6 Rotate 

This command allows you to rotate the entire cross-

section by any specified angle. A positive angle will 

rotate the part counter-clockwise. 

angles are adjusted accordingly. 

6.3. 7 Mirror 

All of the element 
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This command allows you to reverse the cross-section 

(as if you were to .look at the member from the opposite 

end). The angle of the mirror is required to specify how 

±90° MIRROR o· MIRROR 

60° MIRROR 
FIGURE 6. Mirror Examples 
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to reverse the part. Figure 6 illustrates that a vertical 

mirror (±90° angle) will flip the image left to right, and 

a horizontal mirror co 0 or 180° angle) will flip the image 

top.to bottom. Any angle of mirror is allowed. 

the element angles are adjusted accordingly. 

6.3. 8 Properties. 

See explanation in section 6. 5 Properties. 

6. 3. 9 Design 

See explanation in section 6. 6 Design. 

6. 3. 10 Save 

All of 

This command allows you to save the definition of the 

current p~rt in a file. You are prompted for a file name. 

If the pa-rt has previously been saved then the name will 

be displayed in brackets. You may keep this name by 

simply pressing Enter. After .. entering a new name, the 

default drive and directory is checked to see if a file 

already exists under that name. If so then you may not 

use that name. After a valid name is entered, the part is 

saved in the current drive and directory under the name 

specified, with a. PRT extension. 
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6.3.11 Get 

This command allows you to retrieve a previously 

saved part. A window will display all possible names of 

parts to retrieve from the current drive and directory. 

You are then prompted for the file name to retrieve. If 

you simply press Enter then the Get command is cancelled. 

Otherwise you must enter one of the names displayed. The 

current part Cif any> will be eliminated and the new part 

will be displayed. 

6. 3. 12 Quit 

This command returns you to the Main Menu. This and 

other commands which eliminate the current part from 

memory (New and Get) will check first to see if the 

current part is saved. If not, you will be prompted with 

the question "Are you sure?". Simply answer "Y" or "N". 

6.4 Composite Design 

A composite is a cross-section of more than one cold-

formed steel part which act together as one member. A 

composite is defined by inserting saved parts on to an X-Y 

coordinate system which you define. You must provide an 

orientation angle and an X and Y coordinate for each part 

of a composite. A composite may consist of up to 9 parts. 

The screen display is very similar to that for creating a 

part. 



InteP X~cool'dinate of cc: 1.,3 
top edge to c,: 3,2282 
BoU011 edge to cc: 2, 7371 
l.nteP !-cooPdinate ol CC: 2 
CoMand: 

Kw OPientation X ! 1 tISI 8,99 -1,938 2,1190 
2 tISI -99,99 1,939 2,11119 

New 
Add 
Change 
E!'ase 
Rotate 

PN!peJ1ties 
)esign 
Saue 
Get 
Qlli t 

+ 

FIGURE 7. Composite Creation Screen 
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When this screen is displayed the command ~rompt will 

appear. One of the ten commands must be entered at.this 

point by pressing the key corresponding to the first 

letter of the command. Do not press Enter after pressing 

the letter key. The following is a description of each 

command. 

6. 4. 1 New 

This command simply clears the current composite. If 

it has not been saved, you will be prompted with the 

question "Are you sure?". Simply answer "Y" or "N". 



6. 4.2 Add 

This command is used to add a part to the cross-

section. A window will display all possible names of 

parts to retrieve from the current drive and directory. 

You are then prompted for the file name to retrieve. A 

small image of the part is displayed in the coordinate 

reference window. 
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You are first asked for the orientation angle of the 

part. This is an opportunity to rotate or mirror the part 

before locating it. Entering a positive angle will rotate 

the part. Entering a negative angle will mirror the part. 

Entering O (or just Enter) will leave the orientation 

unchanged .. 

The hori2ontal location of the centroid relative to 

the left and right edges of the part are displayed and you 

are prompted for the X coordinate of the centroid. A· 

positive X coordinate locates the centroid of the part to 

the right of the origin. 

The vertical location of the centroid relative to the 

top and bottom edges of the part are displayed and you are 

prompted for the Y coordinate of the centroid. A positive 

Y coordinate locates the centroid of the part above the 

origin. 
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6. 4. 3 Change 

This command allows you to change the orientation or 

location of an existing part of the current composite. 

You are first prompted for the number of the part to 

change. Then you must provide the new orientation and 

location just as you did with the Add command. 

6. 4. 4 Erase 

This command allows you to remove a part from the 

current composite. You are prompted for the number of the 

part to Erase. 

6,4: 5 Rotate 

The Rotate command will rotate the entire composite 

about the origin by the specified angle <counter-clockwise 

is positive> and will adjust the orientation angle and 

location coordinates accordingly. 

6. 4. 6 Properties. 

See explanation in section 6. 5 Properties. 

6. 4.7 Design 

See explanation in section 6. 6 Design. 
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6. 4. 8 Save 

This command allows you to save the definition of the 

current composite in a file. You are prompted for a file 

name. If the composite has previously been saved then the 

name will be displayed in brackets. You may keep this 

name by simply pressing Enter. After entering a new name, 

the default drive and directory is checked to see if a 

file already exists under that name. 
,,,.. . 

If ~o then you may 

not use that name. After a valid name is entered, the 

composite is saved in the current drive and directory 

under the name specified, with a. CMP extension. 

6 .• 4. 9 Get 

This command allows you to retrieve a previously 

saved composite. k window will display all Jossibl~ names 

of composites to retrieve from the current drive and 

directory. You are then prompted for the file name to 

retrieve. If you simply press Enter then the Get command 

is cancelled. Otherwise you must enter one of the names 

displayed. The current composite (if any} will be 

eliminated and the new composite will be displayed. 

The files for each of the parts of a composite must 

still exist or the composite cannot be retrieved. If a 

part was revised and re-saved after the composite was 

saved then a warning message will be displayed that the 

part has changed. 
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6. 4. 10 Quit 

This command returns you to the Main Menu. This and 

other commands which eliminate the current composite from 

memory <New and Get) will check first to see if the current 

composite is saved. If not, you will be prompted with the 

question "Are you sure?". Simply answer "Y" or "N". 

6.5 Properties 

When the Properties command is invoked from either 

the Part creation screen or Composite creation screen, the 

properties of the full cross-section will be computed. 

When done calculating, the properties are displayed in the 

large window. 

The properties are defined -below: 

Area Cross-sectional area Ci n 2 > 

Ht/Ft The weight per foot of the member in pounds, based 

on a density of 0. 2833 lb/in3 (3.4 lb/ft per i n 2 > 

Sx( t> Section Modulus for extreme top fiber Ci n 3 > 

Sx( b) Section Modulus for extreme bottom fiber Ci n 3 > 

Sy( 1) Section Modulus for extreme left fiber C i n 3 > 

Sy( r> Section Modulus for extreme right fiber C i n 3 ) 

Ix Moment or Inertia about X centroidal axis C i n 4 > 

Iy Moment or Inertia about y centroidal axis C i n 4 > 
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Ic 

Io 

rx 

ry 

r1 

r2 

re 

ro 

Ixy 

Alpha 

Cw 

J 

Xo 

Yo 

jx 

jy 
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Moment of Inertia about major axis C i n 4 > 

Moment of Inertia about minor axis C i n 4 ) 

Polar Moment of Inertia about centroid C i n 4 > 

Polar Moment of Inertia about shear center C i n 4 > 

Radius of Gyration about X centroidal axis C in) 

Radius of Gyration about y centroidal axis C in> 

Radius of Gyration about major axis Ci n> 

Radius of Gyration about minor axis C in) 

Polar Radius of Gyration about centroid Ci n> 

Polar Radius of Gyration about shear center C in> 

Product of Inertia about X and y centroidal axes 

Angle of major axis relative to positive X axis, 

in degrees 

Torsional War~Lng Constant Cin 6 ) 

St. Venant Torsion Constant Ci n 4 > 

X coordinate of shear center relative to centroid 

Y coordinate of shear center relative to centroid 

cJx 3 dA + Jxy2 dA]/(2Iy) - Xo 

cJy3.dA + Jyx 2 dAl/C2Ix> - Yo 

Ci n> 

<in) 

Used for torsional-flexural buckling computations 

<AISI Specification C3. 1. 2) 

All of the above properties, except the torsional 

properties, are exact computations for the defined cross-

section, regardless of the relative thickness. The tor-

sional properties (Cw,J, Xo, Yo> are based on assumptions 
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for relatively thin elements. For almost all cold-formed 

steel applications, these properties will be highly 

accurate. Unlike many tables and formulas for typical 

shapes, the radius portions of the part are considered as 

arc sections, not treated as square corners. However, the 

greater the relative thickness of the part, the greater 

the error in these properties. 

For composites, Cw and J are computed simply as the 

summation of the Cw and J for the individual parts. This 

is correct if there is no shear interaction between parts 

of the,.cross-section. However, depending on the shear 

connectivity, the values of these properties could be 

higher. 

After the properties are displayed, you are asked 

whether to pri~t the output. Simply press "Y" or "N". 

The printed output coniists of a heading, the 

definition of the cross-sectiori, a small graphic image, 

and the properties. The heading consists of the name of 

the part or composite; a code number, and the date. The 

name will only appear if the cross-•ection was saved (see 

Save command)~ The code number is a randomly selected 

four digit number which changes each time a change is made 

to the part. It is therefore a means of identifying the 

version of a part on the printout. Other types of print-

outs which refer to the same part will also contain the 

same four digit number. The date is set when your 



computer is turned on. 

the correct date. 

You should make sure that it is 
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The printed graphic image of the part will be created 

if you selected one of the dot matrix printers when con-

figuring (see section on Configuration>. The graphic 

image is suppressed by selecting the "None" option. 

After printing, the cross-section is displayed again. 

Since the properties are now known, the center of gravity 

and shear center locations are displayed on the cross-. 

section. The center of gravity is marked by two perpen-

dicular lines, one long and one short. The long line 

.represents the major axis and the short line represents 

the minor axis. 

circle. 

6. 6 Design 

The shear center is marked by a cross and 

When the Design command is invoked from either the 

Part creation~screen or the Composite creation screen, the 

properties of the cross-section are c•lculated Cif not 

already calculated). Then the orientation of the section 

is checked to make sure that the X and Y axes are the 

principal axes. If not, then a message is displayed 

telling you to rotate the section to the principal axes.· 

This must be done so that the stress and buckling 

computations will be valid. 
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If the section is a composite, then you are given an 

opportunity to change the values of Cw and J to refle~t 

the true behaviour of the section. The calculated value 

is displayed in brackets as the default. To use this 

value simply press Enter. You may enter any number, as 

long as it is higher than the calculated value. 

Next, a set of design parameters must be established, 

which define the boundary conditions. These parameters 

are: 

L 

K 

Cb 

Cm 

Fy 

E 

Unbraced length Cinches) 

Effective length factor CAISI C3. 1, C4, & CS> 

Bending coefficient·CAISI C3. 1. 2) 

Moment coefficient CAISI CS> 

Yield strength (psi or ksi> 

Modulus of Elasticity (psi or ksi) 

The default va1ues will be displayed. By using the 
. 

arrow keys, you can move the pointer to any parameter 

which needs to be changed. Pressing the Enter key will 

allow you to change the parameter at the pointer location. 

You are prompted for a new value, and if acceptable it is 

assigned to that parameter, as well as the remaining para-

meters displayed to .the right of the one changed. By 

pressing the F1 key, the most recent changes will be can-

celled and the values of the parameters will be restored. 
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By pressing the F2 key, the parameters will be set to the 

default values (as defined by the configuration). When 

you are finished making changes, press the Esc key. 

The program then calculates the capacities of the 

cross-sec ti on. 

are displayed. 

When done calculating, the allowable loads 

They are defined as follows: 

Ta Allowable Tension 

Pao Allowable Compression disregarding column buckling 

Pa Allowable Compression 

Vay Allowable Shear in the y direction 

Vax Allowable Shear in the X direction 

Haxo Allowable Moment about X axis disregarding 

lateral buckling 

Max Allowable Moment about X axis 

Mayo Allowable Moment about y axis disregarding 

lateral buckling 

Hay Allowable Moment about y axis 

A positive moment about the X axis causes compression 

above the X axis. A positive moment about the Y axis 

causes compression to the right of the Y axis. 

The units associated with these allowable loads are 

consistent with the units used in defining the parameter~. 

If Fy and E are in psi then the allowable loads are in lbs 

and in-lbs. If Fy and E are in ksi then the allowable 



loads are in kips and in-kips. 

These allowables are computed using Procedure I as 

set forth in the AISI Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual, 

1986 Edition. The following assumptions are made in 

computing the loads: 

1. Section B2.2 has provisions for uniformly compressed 

stiffened elements with circular holes. The program 
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computes loads assuming that there are no holes in the 

member. A message is displayed every time the allow-

ables are displayed stating that holes in the member 

will reduce the allowable loads. 

2. Certain assumptions are made in determining what each 

element type is according to the location and stress 

of the element. Figure 8 illustrates some of these 

assumptions. 

a. The first and last element of each part are con-

sidered as unstiffened, unless the free edge is 

in tension. 

b. The second and second to last element are consid-

ered as partially stiffened, if it is entirely iri 

compression. The stress used for this computation 

is the maximum compressive stress in the element. 
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c. Any element which is partially in compression and 

partially in tension is considered as a web or 

stiffened element with a stress gradiant. 

d. All elements between the third and third to last 

element are considered as fully stiffened. 

Therefore, an element adjacent to an intermediate 

stiffener will be considered stiffened, even 

though section B4 considers it a partially 

stiffened element. 

e. If a part has only three elements, then the middle 

element is considered as fully stiffened. 

,~-·- ~}-,,~~ COMPRESSION UNSTIFFENEO 

TENSION 

UNSTIITTNEO 
,----"-, 

COMPRESSION TENSION 

STIF'F'ENEO 
TENSION COMPRESSION UNSTIITTNEO 

STIFFENED 

COMPRESSION 

FIGURE 8. Element Types 



f. AISI has no provisions for determining k for 

partially stiffened elements when D/w exceeds 0. 8. 

The program conservatively uses k=O. 43 and 

displays a messages when this situation occurs. 

g. For composites, no provisions are made for any 

connections between parts which may provide 

intermediate stiffening of elements. 

3 .. The determination of the allowable moments requires 

the use of Se which is-defined as the elastic section 

modulus of the effective section calculated with the 

extreme compression or tension fiber at Fy. The 

definition of the extreme fiber is subject to inter-

pretation. It could be the extreme fiber of the full 

section or the extreme fiber of the effective section. 

In most cases they are the same, however in cases 

where they are not, the program uses the extreme fiber 

of the fu11 section. 

4. Section C3. 2 has provisions for shear strength for 

both unreinforced webs and webs with transverse 

stiffeners. The program assumes unreinforced webs. 

5. The calculations for allowable shear strength reflect 

the assumption that all or the shear is taken by the 



flat portion of the web. Therefore, 

have relative large radius portions, 

shear will be unrealistically low. 

for parts which 

the allowable 
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6. There is a statement "For a web consisting of t~o or 

more sheets, each sheet shall be considered as a 

s~parate element carrying its share of the shear 

force." Since no provisions are given for determining 

the distribution of the shear force between the 

elements, the shear in each element is assumed to be 

proportional to the length of the element times the 

cosine of the angle between the direction of the 

elem~nt and the direction of the load. 

After the allowable loads are displayed, you are asked 

whether to print the output. Simply press "Y" or "N". 

The. printed output consists of a heading, the design 

parameters, the allowable loads, and any applicable mes-

sages. The heading consists of the name of the part or 

composite, the code number, and the date. The name will 

only appear if the cross-section was saved <see Save 

command>. 

After printing, you are asked whether to compute 

interactions. If you select "Yes" then you are prompted· 

for values of P, Mx, My, Vy, and Vx. You may simply press 

Enter to indicate a load of 2ero. The loads may be 
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v 

positive or negative. A positive axial load P represents 

compression whereas as a negative load represents tension. 

Positive and negative moments are as defined above for the 

allowables. The program will accept loads greater than 

the allowable loads but not greater than the ultimate 

loads <without safety factors>. 

Based on the input loads, the properties of the 

effective section are computed, which may be used for 

deflection calculations. The properties A, Ix, and Iy are 

di splayed. Interaction equations CS-1, CS-2, and C3. 3-1 

are computed and displayed. You are then asked whether to 

print the out put. After printing, you may compute more 

interactions. Up to three i•nteractions· may. be printed per 

page. Each printed interaction is numbered to provide 

page sequencing if more than one page of interactions is 

printed. 

again. 

After printing, the cross-section is display~d 

6.7 Configuration 

6.7. 1 Drive and Directory 

You may specify a different drive and/or directory 

than the original drive and directory (when starting 

program) for which data may be saved and retrieved. The 

original drive and directory is displayed (referred to as 

default program path). The current data path is also 
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displayed. Then you must enter a new data path, or press 

Enter to use the default program path. 

6.7.2 Printer Type 

The type of printer must be specified only if a 

printed graphic image of the current cross-section is 

desired. This occurs when printing the definition and 

properties of the cross-section. 

may be sent to any line printer. 

All other printed output-

A list of dot matrix printers is displayed for you to 

select from. 

in brackets. 

press -Enter. 

The currently selected printer is displayed 

To leave the selection unchanged, simply 

Selection number O <"None") is used to 

supress the printed graphic image. The last selection 

("Other"> can be used for a dot matrix printer not listed, 

but you must be able to provide the printer escape se-

quences to perform the appropriate printer tasks. See 

also the section on Customization. 

6.7. 3 Design Parameters 

The parameters used in the Design part of the program 

may be assigned initial default values. Each parameter is 

displayed with the current value in brackets. This is 

your opportunity to change any value by entering a new 

value at the prompt. 

simply press Enter. 

To leave the current value unchanged 



6.7. 4 Restore Configuration 

This selection will restore the values of all the 

configuration data back to the initial values when the 
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program was started. This is done by simply reloading the 

CFS. CFG file. 

6.7. 5 Save Configuration 
,.. 

Any of the above ehanges that you make to the con-

figuration will remain in effect until you exit the 

program. The next time the program is started, it will 

use the original configuration, as defined, by the CFS. CFG 

file. If you want the current configuration to be used 

the next time the.program is run, then you must ~ave the 

configuration. The CFS.CFG file will then be re-written. 

6.8 Customi2ation 

6. 8. 1 Standard Thicknesses 

The file "CFS. THK stores information relating to 

standard thicknesses. You may customi2e this file to 

include the s~andard thicknesses that you use most often. 

Each line in the file contains three items separated 

by commas. The first item is a name describing the thick-

ness Ce. g., "10" for 10 gage>. The name must be enclosed 

in double quot~s. The second item is the actual thickness 

associated with that name. It must be a number between 
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2ero and one. The third item is the standard bend radius 

used for that thickness. 

and ten. 

It must be a number between 2ero 

You may edit this file using most any text editor. 

Note that the first line in the file is simply a heading. 

You may have up to 40 lines of thickness definitions. 

6. 8. 2 Printer Definition 

If you are using a dot matrix printer which is not 

displayed on the list when configuring, you may still use 

it by selecting "Other" and providing additional infor-

mation about the printer. You may also add your printer 

to the list by editing the CFS. ORV file which contains 

printer driver information for each of the listed print-

ers. There !Jlay be as many as 20 printers listed in this 

file. Each line of the file contains six items separated 

by commas. 

The first item is the name of the printer. The 

second item is" the number of dots per inch printed 

hori2ontally in graphics mode. The third item is the 

number of dots· per inch printed vertically in graphics 

mode. 

The fourth item is a sequence of ASCII characters 

which when sent to the printer will set the line spacing· 

equal to the distance for 8 vertical dots. 

The fifth item is a sequence of ASCII characters 
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which when sent to t~e printer will set the printer to 

gr a phi cs mode. Typically, two characters are required at 

the end of this sequence to specify the number of columns 

to print in graphics mode, however these are supplied by 

the program. Therefore, do not include them. 

The sixth item is a sequence of ASCII characters 

which when sent to the printer will set the line spacing 

back to the standard spacing <usually 1/6 inches). 

7. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

The project t~ develop the propo~ed computer program 

consisted of much more than merely writing a program. Due 

to-~eadlines involved, a planning stage was necessary to 

outline the project and develop a schedule. This outline 

included the various tasks required to complete the pr6-

j ect, which were: proposal, rese~rch, computer program-

ming, program documentation, user's manual, and report. 

7. 1 Planning 

The planning began by identifying the objectives of 

the project and the tasks required to complete it. Addi-

tionally, the assignment of responsibilities and time 

required to complete each task was established. The 

r~sult of this planning was summarized in the project 

proposal. 



Due to the nature of the project, much of the work 

was intended to be performed by the author. The Marley 

Cooling Tower Company allowed some company time to be 

spent on the project, including some time spent by other 

engineers in the division. However, many other company 

activities had priority over this project. It was known 

that any work which could not be completed according to 

schedule must be finished outside of company time by the 

author. 
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It was intended that the extent of the work performed 

by other engineers would be primarily to review work per-

formed by the author, provide recommendations for the 

program development, and test the completed program. 

All of these factors were important in the develop-

ment of the project schedule. The project had a comple-

tion deadline of April 8, 1988. This was required for the 

completion of degree requirements by the end of the Spring 

1988 semester. The project schedule was developed 

according to this deadline. 

7.2 Research 

The 1986 Edition of the Cold-Formed Steel Design 

Manual presented substantial changes in the design 

procedure for cold-formed steel members. Much of the 

changes were based on recent research and more theoretical 

approaches to design. As a result, a detailed review of 
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the Design Manual and its supporting material was required. 

The determination of sec ti on properties, which are 

crucial to any type of structural design, required the 

derivation of mathematical formulas. Also, the derivation 

of critical buckling loads was necessary, as the Design 

Manual had only formulas for specific types of members. 

Although the original schedule had specific deadlines 

for this research, s~me of the research extended beyond 

these deadlines and continued throu-ghout the programming 

stage. This was due to unexpedted findings in some of the 

research material which required more research and deriva-

tions than originally anticipated. 

Also included in the category of research was the 

determination of the needs of the users of the program. 

Several engineers at Marley were consulted about this, 

however it was difficult to obtain recommendations abo~t 

a program that did not yet exist. Also, they had little 

motivation to devote time to generating ideas. It was 

difficult to develop the entire program concept before 

the program was written. 

As a result, a rough concept of the program structure 

was developed by the author to begin the actual program-

ming. As the program was developed, the potential users 

began to see the usefulness of the program. This created 

mo~e interest and the motivation to provide assistance and 

recommendations. 
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7.3 Computer Programming 

The primary parts or the program are the input and 

editing capabilities, the graphics display, the section 

properties, the member capacities, load combi nations, the 

printed output, and the disk input/output. Since the 

derivation or section properties was performed near the 

beginning or the project, the programming began with the 

computation or the properties. 

After the programming for section properties, 

graphics display, and data input was completed, the 

engineers began to experiment with the partial program. 

Many good recommendations resulted from their efforts, and 

changes were made accordingly. These changes had some 

impact on the schedule. Time was spent rewriting parts or 

the program instead of proceeding with the next segment. 

Also, some or the changes.:_altered the way the remainder of 

the program was intended~o be done. 

After completion, the program was used many times by 

several engineers. The original project schedule did not 

include the task of testing and debugging the program. It 

was intended that each segment of the program be debugged 

as it was developed. This was done, however there should 

have been some time allotted for testing the completed 

program. Some minor errors were found and corrected. 
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7. 4 Documentation 

Documentation is a very important part of any widely 

used computer program. Although it can be very time-

consuming, documentation provides a future reference of 

all of the thought processes that went into the develop-

ment of the program. This will save time in making 

corrections or additions to the program. 

The documentation for this program consisted of the 

program listing, commentary, variable list, and supporting 

diagrams. This material was reviewed by. other engineers 

to ensure accuracy and completeness. 

7.5 User's Manual 

The User's Manual serves several purposes. It 

breifly describes the application of the program. It 

outlines the computer hardware requirements. It explains 

how to install and initiate the program .. It describes 

each command and each part of the program. It states any 

assumptions made by the program in determining section 

properties or member capacities. 

Since this' document is probably the only one that the 

end user will have, it is important that it be comprehen-

sive and easy to understand. Therefore, it was also 

reviewed by other engineers. The most valuable comments 

and·suggestions came from those unfamiliar with the 

program. Unclear statements were identified quickly. 
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7.6 Lessons Learned 

The most valuable management lesson learned from this 

project was that it's difficult to obtain suggestions from 

co-workers about something that does not yet exist. It is 

easy to find fault with an existing product, but it takes 

an exceptionally creative person to make recommendations 

about a product prior to its creation. Motivation is also 

a factor. When the program was first usable, the 

engineers reco~nized the benefit to them and therefore 

became motivated to suggest impro~ements. 

7.7 Schedule 

A comparison of the fi~al schedule to the original 

schedule is shown on the following page. In general the 

project went according to schedule. There was a period 

of time, around the Christmas holiday, that progress fell 

behind schedule. There was no allowance made in the 

original schedule for the disruption of work activities 

during the holi"day season. However, shortly afterward, 

things were back on schedule due to an extra effort made 

in January to c~tch up. 
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PROJECT SCHEDULE 

ORIGINAL ACTUAL 

SCHEDULE COMPLETION 

INVESTIGATION 

1 . Mathematical Formulas. 11-20-87 11-10-87 

2. AISI Code Review. 1-08-88 1-02-88 * 
3. User Needs. 1-29-88 1-08-88 

PROGRAMMING 

1 . Program Outline. 11 -20-87. 11-13-87 ** 
2. General Properties. 11-27-87 11-18-87 

3. Torsional Properties. 12- 4-87 11-20-87 

4. Gr a phi cs. 12-11-87 11-23-87 

5. Input/Output. 12-18-87 11-23-87 

6. Effective Section Prop. 1-01-88 1-04-88 

7. Buckling Computations. 1-15-88 1-04-88 

8. Load Combinations. 1-22-88 1-08-88 

9. Program Documentation. 2-12-88 1-22-88 

USER'S MANUAL 3-04-88 2-19-88 

REPORT 4-01--88 3-10-88 

Primary review completed by 1-02-88; some follow-up 

work not completed until 1-22-88. 

** Initial program outline completed by 11-13-87; however, 

changes were made as program was.developed. 
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8. SUMMARY 

An efficient interactive software package, called 

CFS, has been developed for the design of general 

cold-formed steel shapes according to the recently 

released 1986 Edition of the Cold-Formed Steel Design 

Manual by the American Iron and Steel Institute. Any 

general cold-formed steel shape may be defined, including 

composites of more than one shape. Concurrent graphical 

representation assists the user in verifying correct 

input. Extensive flexibility is provided for modifying 

the shape definition. Properties of the cross-se~tion are 

computed. Allowab1e capacities are determined based on 

input boundary conditions. Load combinations are analy2ed 

and the resulting effective properties are determined. 
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APPENDIX B - Notation 

Composite Shear Center <Section 3. 3): 

(Xo,Yo) = Coordinates of shear center of composite 

relative to centroid of composite 

IX ' I' = Moments of inertia of a part about its 

own X and y centroidal axes 

( Xse, Yse> = Coordinates of shear center of a part 

relative to origin of composite 

( Xe&, Ye&> = Coordinates of centroid of composite 

relative to origin of composite 

Shear .Load Distribution (Section 4. 3): 

V, = Shear load in element i 

t, = Thickness of element i 

h, = Flat length of element i 

~, = angle between direction of load and direction of 

element i 

v = shear flow in cross-section 

(assumed to be constant) 

Torsional-Flexural Buckling (Section 4. 5): 

A = Cross-sectional area 

a,, = Yo - e,, 

ax = Xo - e X 

Cv = Torsional warping constant 
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E = Modulus of Elasticity 

ex = Eccentricity of load in X direction 

e, = Eccentricity of load in y direction 

G = Shear modulus of elasticity 

r. = Polar moment of inertia about shear center 

I II = Moment of inertia about X centroidal axis 

I, = Moment of inertia about y centroidal axis 

J ·'"'= St. Venant torsion constant 

j, = 81/2 
2 I I 

Kt3 = Kt 3 K3 t 

:l I I 
K:u = K23K32 

Kt J = constants reflecting bo1,1ndary condi.tions. 

p . - Axial load; positive when compressive 

P,, =-K·1 l EI, 1f2/12 

Px, = K22EI11 1T2;12 

P111, = (K33ECv 112 / 12 + GJ) / r! 
I 

GJ) Jr! P111, = C K33ECv 112 / 12 + 

r! = 81e, + 82 811 + -1 ra 

Fa = Polar radius of gyration about shear center 

ra = ra for equations 10 and 11 

81 = cJ y3 dA + .r yx2 dAJ /I II - 2Ya 

82 = [ J x3 dA + .f xy2 dAJ /I., - 2Xa 

II = C Pu/K23) /A 
.,_ 

a, ., - CP.,.JK13)/A 
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Interaction Formulas C Sec ti on 5. 1) : 

c •• = Coefficient for moment about X axis 

c., = Coefficient for moment about y axis 

M = Applied moment about X or y axis 

MIC = Applied moment about X axis 

Mir = Applied moment about y axis 

M. = Allowable moment about X or y axis 

M. IC = Allowable moment about X axis 

M., = Allowable moment about y axis 

Ma•a= Allowable moment about X axis based on yield 

Ma,a= Allowable moment about y axis based on yield 

p = Applied axial load 

P. = Allowable axial load 

Paa = Allowable axial load based on yield 

V = Applied shear load in y or x direction 

v. = Allowable shear load in y or x direction 

~IC = Magnification factor for moment about x axis 

~, = Magnification factor for moment about y axis 

Program Properties (Section 6. 5): 

Cross-sectional area Cin2 ) 
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Area 

Ht/Ft The weight per foot of the member in pounds, based 

on a density of 0. 2833 lb/in 3 ( 3. 4 lb/ft per in2) 



Sx( t> 

Sx< b> 

Sy< l> 

Sy( r> 

Ix 

Iy 

11 

12 

le 

Io 

rx 

·ry 

r1 

r2 

re 

ro 

Ixy 

Alpha 

Cw 

J 

Xo 

Yo 

jx 

jy 

Section Modulus for extreme top fiber (in3 > 

Section Modulus for extreme bottom fiber (in 3 > 

Section Modulus for extreme left fiber (in 3 ) 

Section Modulus for extreme right fiber Cin 3 ) 

Moment of Inertia about X centroidal axis (in 4 ) 

Moment or Inertia about Y centroidal axis <in 4 > 

Moment of Inertia about major axis (in 4 ) 

~oment or Inertia about minor axis (in 4 ) 
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Polar Moment of Inertia about centroid (in 4 > 

Polar Mom~nt of Inertia about shear center <in 4 ) 

Radius or Gyration about X centroidal axis <in> 

Radius or Gyration about y centroidal axis <in> 

Radius or Gyration about major axis :c in> 

Radius or Gyration about minor axis <in> 

Polar Radius or Gyration about centroid <in> 

Polar Radius or Gyration about shear center < in> 

Product or Inertia about X and y centroidal axes 

Angle or major axis relative to positive X axis 

Torsi o'nal ffarpi ng Constant < i n 6 ) 

St. Venant Torsion Constant C in 4 ) 

X coordinate or shear center relative to centroid 

Y coordinate or shear center relative to centroid 

C Jx 3 dA + Jxy 2 dAl /C 2Iy) - Xo 

CJy3 dA + Jyx 2 dAl/C2Ix> - Yo 

C in) 

C in) 

Used for torsional-flexural buckling computations 

< AISI Specification C3. 1. 2) 



Program Design (Section 6.6): 

L 

K 

Cb 

Unbraced length Cinches) 

Effective length factor C AISI C3. 1, C4, & CS) 

Bending coefficient CAISI C3. 1.2) 

Cm Moment coefficient CAISI CS) 

Fy 

E 

Yield strength (psi or ksi) 

Modulus of Elasticity (psi or ksi) 

Allowable Tension 
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Ta 

Pao 

Pa 

Vay 

Vax 

Maxo 

Allowable Compression disregarding column buckling 

Max 

Mayo 

May 

Allowable 

Allowable 

Allowable 

Allowable 

lateral 

Allowable 

Allowable 

lateral 

Allowable 

Compression 

Shear in the 

Shear in the 

Moment about 

buckling 

Moment about 

Moment about 

buckling 

Moment about 

y direction 

X direction 

X axis disregarding 

X axis 

y axis disregarding 

y axis 
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APPENDIX C 

DERIVATION OF SECTION PROPERTIES 
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dA"' cl.tels 

SxdA= ~: c:{-.c~ + Sc.cs ... -t- t~l;\Ql)dtJs 

-. ~:/ ,-x,, -1- Ts co:101) J-s 

-=- TW x..,, +- TW( W"c.4s,o1. + T" :si ... ,a1.)/,"2. 

ry'dA -=- Tl--l!,j,-;.,. + TW(w"sin"oL +T-..c.c)s•ot)/12 

.. + 3 
&ob Glo.u.-z 
II- 10-n 
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.. (""'' ("/, ( t..., L.,. x~ y., + x~ s ~; -,ot - )(~ t c.o..s c,1 

+ ~•'!Is Ctl:)01.- + '!11 s;.,,.,, ~"" - st c.os•.,,_ 
+ ~,tsi.,,e1. + st.s·,o11•c,1. - t,.'S;.- c:..o.ss )dt c:l.s 
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Bob Glo.t,1.-z. 
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S u/oA 

:. ("''-. \Tl-.. 
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+ "</ t ~2T .. ,\ T 1)/1 Cb~ e s/ ... .,. )+ )( ..( Q 'T +- ¼.ei'){'2 ~\., e ..... e ~1 .. ,1. c.oscl,) 
+ (tt'T +- ~•11 +,t, ,•') [ { :s: .. ec.H'E:I ~SJal + (,0~1e •")sl .. '8c.os8 )s, ..... c.os ,.,. 

+( s:,..ie.- "2s1:"e cos"S) ,.;,,,•.i. c.o\w + :si,...~8 <4-S6 $;,,,lo1.) J.J. 

" ~To1. Y• x."' + 1x.11Je'T + f,. i')h, c.cs 8si .. ., )+ <j .. 0"T t- ~R1~)/°' + (:i cos'9. • 1):s:.,., u,,p) 
+ ic.-.. ( R'T+-t-. r1')( 'lc..os ~1.-..i) + )x. .. LR"T ,-~A.T1)()~;., e, ... & sl-,., e,n.J) 
+(~"T+\~'i+t,_Tr){is: ... 0._o,•8sino1 ,os•.i~-:i +• '!)i .. .'$-2s1 ... ec~'l):si ... 1-. 



74 

of 
· 6ob Glou-::. 

I 1- II- i, 

(,~ 
x= x., t s C()!,ol 

Y"' '1•,+ s si"'..a. 

~:s·= 
,..1-l.1'1,. 

.... ,. els 

... w 

~xds =-
s-v .. 

... ,. { )(·~ + scosa1)J:s 

'::. x.'!>W 

-S'1ch ... ':'.>~"" 
) x\ls =-

s.~,. ..,,_ t 'K~;-:+) )(C., S COS-' + s" eos"o1.} d.s 

... x..,"w I J l. + TS 'tJ c:.os et 

s<.j~c:h= ,.w J. l L y,, +- , ... "'.I 'S ;.,., .i 



.., 

)( " x.. + c.o s { e +.,,.) 
... x ... R. l,o~ 8c.oso1 - 'Si.., e si,ic1 ') 

lj-= '1 .. + Rsi"'(e~.,.) 
-.. y .. +Q(si .. ec.oso1. + c..o-sSs;.,..e1) 
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o+ I 
Sob. 61o,._."2 
11-11-97 

~~,h "' '1.Ra1 '1 .. + R"'(-si.,e si ... ..i') 

, 'x"' d s ... s: ( x/ R + JX. R~(c.o!'>9cos• -si--$ si.,,ol) + ri(c.o-:,,Yu..o-s ... oJ. 

- °:2~1..,ec.o-:,,8sl.,..i c.oso1 + si,,~6.si...,'o1 )) 



0. 

X. 

f 'x cl A" f(x t-o.) JA 
"' xc:!.A + a.~ clA 
-= o.A S YclA .. bA 

~X\M" ?,c:+o.f..iA 
= .... •c::1A -t "20.\xclA + ~~JA 
= I:,·+ o.~A 

y1 c:IA " I,. t lc 2 A 

X'f J,+ = ?'iC+o.Y'1t-b)J.A 
. x~dA + b ~xc:IA + a.~11c1A + o.b ~alA 

: r .. "' + 0.1:>A 

X3c:IA } (x to )1.,1A 
: S')C3JA + 30..Sx•c:1A + 30. .. ~xc:IA o.3 )JA 
: )x!d,H 3o..1':l + a..' A 

SY),J.A : s~JdA + 31o r .. + b1 A 

1 o~ I 
&cb C,/<l-..._~ 
11- 11-~7 
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SxY"JA .. )("><+"')(-1+iS JA 
.. x'-1• dA + ·o. s:1 "c::IA + °J.b) )( ~dA "20.'o) ';dA + t>· s~JA + o.b ~dA 

)X'1'dA + a.Ix + '2bt,.., + c:.b"A 



,c 

:.' ..,.;. 'j rJ.s = f.' ( {R .. Js) ':f Js 

f.s, (i'' ) r'~( ,. ,. ) • • .). R .. c:l.s :1 J..s~ + }s, S. R .. J.s + rs. ll._cls 'j 

-1 )s:• ( r•e. .. ds + ~s~• R .. ds + (• .. J,) d.s 

-1 r.~ (_ r~.Js t ~).c:ls + tR.d.s t ~:-~ .. Js) '-j ,h 

ot (,, 
8ob G:la. .... 
II- 3-'67 

+ t<r·R.cls+ ~:).cls+CR.,h + s:~R. .. ch •. -£'~.c;ls}':jc:l.s 
(' S,( i;, . ('S.( is,. \ _ = J. L R, dos) 11cls + )1, w .. , + )s, R.c:lsJ "j Js 

("s. ( rs• ) rs"( 5." \ t Js, vJ .. , + ...,,,. -1- Js, /(, els t .)51 '"'•• + 1.-1,,. +- Wu +- ,, 11.., Js} 11,h 

+ t:1
( w .. , + .., .. t w.., + u,~ + t•f<..Js) j ,J.s 

L;kcwi$(.. Co,.. f.'w .. '><c:ls. 
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1. J (.. 
&ob Glo.u:z. 
11-.3-87 

w'n,rc. (Y..,~.') i~ tl,,c. s+a.,4-i,,s poi"+ of tt.. 1; ... c ( oJ- s.) 
'°' i $ +\,\c. o.. ... ~lc cJ 1-he. li011c. i"" ;-4,\c, d-lrc_d-1 o--, 

of ;..,crea.,;"''.) S. 

:: (fw. +- ~,: R.~b)ycls-=- ( (w .. + R .. (s-s.))(t-1:1+ {s-s..) siv'loi),J.$ 

78 

.._ r ( W.A!j +_\.-J,.-sit1 -.ts- s.) + ft11!lCs- s.')+Q,s;i,.o1{s-~S> 

= W.4!:l(s- s.) + (',,J._si11c,1. + ~~~'j)(s- s.)/~ + R.s:,. ... ~--s.)/2 



Fo.- CC.IJ Q.rt:.S: 

~---\ al.., ~+ ,~,'1-) 

c:os .. ~it\ ct . 
s. Si"°' e-= - C.QS al 

R .. =- ('X.._-'I<.,.) s:"'°'" - {':1 ... - 'j,_,') co.s""" 
-:. (x.+ r,ose-x .. ,')c.a.s/3 +Cid .. + rsi.-,~-':l.,)si"'f3 
... .6.X c.o.s./!, + .A:) s;"'e + r 

QI... c1. + e 

= 

o.f. C, 

e, ob 610.. .... 't 
H-1-i1 

+ r 

79 



-::. 

"' rtw .. + c,rsi"'~ + ~r (1-c.~~-) + ('",(5-=J'\)· 
(A~ + ,r :5;,,. o1. s:..., ~• - r c.os c,1. c:.o.s !.:f) J.s 

W, r A':I S -1- \oJ._ t'"., 'Si" o< 0 (l - c.e.s 8) - i,J._ r' C.O!..ol. 'S;..., e 

Lt o~ le 
Bo!:. c;: I o.u 
11- 3 -'\ 7 

80 

c:, ,. ... A'j(t -<.o~ e"l + C:,r' si,,.o1. (e- ~i .. $cos &)/~ - c,r1 C:t>S"'.(1i~~)/2. 
+ c1 r 1 A'j (e- ,.;..,_e)-.c,.r• 5;,, ... ( (1;..,os8)-($i..,•e);~)-~rcos«.fs;,, e -(e, • .,e,os€>)h\ · 
+ r1A'='e'/°4 + ,-'i5i"'"'•_(,, .. e-e,ose)-r",osei..(esi .. B-(1:.~e\) 

(( hl,_ + ~.: 1<,. cols))(. cl..s : (w .. + c:,r si"' + c,. ,l 1- c.os ?;-"') + ,. .. (~>); 
(ti.x + -rc.c.se1.-si .. + ,..,;,..,. c:.0$~) J.s 

-::. 1~ [w.A)(, t w....-c.o.sa1.-si11~ + w .. r 5i"'"'•C:0S* 
+ c:, r A')( -s:~ ~• + c, r'=""• 5;,..,• t c.,r' si"'e1., 3i,.., c.os ~s. 
+ c:,. rt. ·,d I- c.os 'i:t') + c..,_r'c.,sai. si,. ~(1 - c..os 1rs.) + c.,. r'- si .. e1. ::,: ... ~·;• (I- ,os ~) 
+ r' .d )( l ~S.) + ~2 c:ose1. {5 ~ 3l..., 3-:J• + r 1 s,',.., .,,_o (_5:f) c.~ s4-J J.s 

-= 'N,rd'X.e + \J,r" cosa1,{l-c:.os$)+ W.r"si"'ci, s:~e 
+CI r".1'1C b-c:~ e') + c.,r• c:o~ .... (e- so'-,8<.ose)h. + c:,r1 5i,,01.(.s:.,.. .. e)/i 
+ c:,. ,. .. AX (e- Si"' 9-) + C::::, t' 2c.os .... ( (1-c.~6)- (s: .. •eY.:i.) + c:., f 1 ,.; -, "'• ( si,. 8 -(e + 5;-, 8 <.o>ll)h.) 
+ t'" 1Ll'IC €J'/'2. f r'ic.o:...i.(s;"' 1,- e c.o18) t r" s,·"'"'• (es;..,e- (1- C.0'5tl)) 



For CW o.rc:.s: 

cos (3 • - si,- cw 

s;.-, 6"' c:.os ""-

· R c. -= (x ... - x .. "l) ~:" o.: - ( '1 ... - 11 •'I') c:.os .... 
=-<.-x. + ,os/3 - "><."J) c:.o.s~ - l'j .. + r-si.t1~ - .. ,J .si" 
:: - Ax c.~t3 .t:.'j ~;.., · - . T" 

"' A 'lC s i11 o' - .1 c.os - r 

O'- t Ol 0 - 9 : ol o - ( s_:;..) 

6o!o Gla...._-z. 
If- 3 - i 7 

ri = • (. s-s•) " / -s-s.\ Kc. Ci)( ~•" ct•- -;:- - Ll.'j C.0Sl01a -. -;z-) - . r 
= A')( ( s;.,, ""• c..os 57s. - c.oso1. Si" -;.=r)- '1-:, (c.osa.. C:..O!> + si,.e1.si" ~s.) -r 
= {.t:.x ~i"°'•-~'::lc..osC>1,)c:.05s;.s. +(.1xc.o.sa1. + ·6'=' si.t10.'>t-s;,,~") - r 
.... c, c..os -r (- c'l.) s i-, .~ - r 

f R. J~ • )s: { c., C.OS i- C-~) si" s-;_• - r J ds 

Lc.,r s,..., s-;- -{-c,.)r-c.o<r;, s-;..s. - rs]:. 

s-s.) c.os o1.. 5;,, 7 

81 



: w.rc.~e t W .. r ... ~i.11o1.(1-c.ase) + W.r'"c.osot. s,.,.e 

b o.t. C. 
eio'o Glo.t,-:. 
11~ 3- '87 

82 

+ c, r 1.4'1lf-~se'> i c, rls;.,., .... (e - ~;..,e (O$S)h. + c,r1 Cos..i. (s\..,'SJh. 
+ (-c~)r'A'j (~- s; .... e)-+-l-i:: .. )r 1 s ;.,,.,.. ( (1-c.os e)- (si ... '8)h)·+ (-c,)r1eo.s . ..i. {,;,.e-{e •s~&eo<a)~) 

-rJt.~si'~ - r"si .... c1.{~1 ... e-ec.a~s)-r"c...ls .... {e~.-,..e -(1-c..ose'l')· (ea-,~n 

-: \.J., rtixc,-+- W.r"~e1..(1-c.~e) -W .. r":si""'• '5i.., e 
+ c, r"A\C(l-col e) -+- c, r• ~se1,(S-5;.,,e c.as e) - c.,,1 -:,l..,o1, (-,.i,..' e)/2. 
t (-c.,,)r,. A~ le-s-,,., &) -+- (-c .. )r' c.o:,."".((t-c..ose)- (";.,.•e')h. ', - (-c.,)r• .s :no1.,(s1,. e-(e • si-,e, .. ev~') 
- r 1J'I< e'/~ - r\:.~ a,1. ( s1,.e- Sc.i,~e) t r" ,1-,..i. ( e ~;.., 8- ( I- c.os8)) 



Torsio..,o. I Wo.rp;"'~ Co.,,-sto..,,+ C., 
Co...,,pu. +0-+-ioo/\ 

{ Follow.s s°"'°" c,.,.+~,- c.o-.~v-\CL~;o..,) 

I 

c ... 1 f. ( wS t d.~ 

"' t r w ... J.s • 

r w, Js = 5,'{ f.'R. Js) J.s 

I .+ 3 
Bob Glo..u."Z.. 
11-~-'{7 

83 

.,, CtrQ.Js)J.s + ~.~{..,.,., + ~~·~.Js)J~ +~) .... +~ +s:;R.Js\ds 



'). .+ 3 
Bon Glo.u"'Z-
11; (.,·'is7 

is t-he. s+o.r+:.,,, po: ... t .f t-1,,. Ii ... , (..A- s.) 
is ~& ~\'\ to.r ,~.,4-..,. o~ 11-.t. c.r~,- -s~d-io"' 

o,t is ~• o."''ilL of +t-., Ji,., j.,, ti,,, dlncf-io"" 

oC i"'creo.si,,, .s. 

[(~w. + :: R,.,h)d.s = rf: (iJ, i- R.(s-s.J) ds 

" w. { s. s.) + e .I -s. s.Y h 

~.~(?ui, l- ~.: Q. Js y .ls = r{w. + ~~l-s-s:iY ,h 

= fl'.w.~ + -iw.Ro<'-:.-s.') + R.~ls-s.'()J, 

to w. 
w. C w. +- R. w, 

84 



fo,. A,c.s, 

c, .. dx :si,.,a1. - t.'1c.os..,. 
c.,_• 1(.dxc:os'", 1 4'13;,,o1.J..., 
Axe X,- x~, 
.A'.1 • ':jc - ':iu ,.. 
lx, , y.) • o.rc. c::~...,-1-u 
('(" , ":Ss,) • SV'I ea.r c:e.,.f.~r 

"' Us-<- (+) t • .,. ccw o.rcs o..,..J {-) £.,. cw o.r-c.s 

3 .+ 3 
Bob 610.u-i. 
I 1- - 'ii' 1 

'= w. C" e T c,r 1 {1-_c:.ose) + c-..r--(e- ~;.,e') i r 3 S ... h. 

rttw. + )~R.Js)Js = ~lw: + c,r-:Si<\~:s. + c .. r{,-c.o,s*)±: r•(~)r J., 

'~ r .. \ ' . s-s. l s~, c-s~, 
c ..is. LW, -:lw, c..r ~'"' 7 + )\.J, c, r 1- w,.,.. J ± 2 W. r• rJ 
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+ c, ... i .. 'Si"'~• + 2c,c .. r"' :si"' <..·; ( \ - '-OS ~s.) ±. ).c,r2(~)~1.., 
C, "r'6-ic.~ s-:,1-+ c.c::.' s-,.s.) ± ""lc,.r-•(5-;-)( \- c.o~ "';•)+ r"(~!..Y] 

,h 
= w; .. e + )W. c.,.->{1-,osS) + "')W. c:.,..r'{ e- si.--9) t w. rl e' 

+c, .. r 3 (e- si .. 8c.csQ)h. .f. J.c.,c.,r'((t-=e)-(si...,•e½) 
± lc:,r"( Sir, e-eus s) .\- c,. .. r 3 (e-1s:.,e -1-(e + s,.,ec.os e)l-:i.) 
± 2.c-.r"{e2; ... -e~:.,e+(r-(.l)~e)) + r5'$ 313 

For t.1.e. l'\t.~f ele.""'e.,,t, 1d ("' n J T'l • 0-~ J:, 1( 0 S 
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